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In brief 
The Pennsylvania Department of Revenue (Department) has changed its position on 

the sales and use taxation of cloud computing transactions. Previously, the 

Department's position had been that remotely accessed software was only taxable if 

the servers hosting the software were in Pennsylvania. However, in its May 31, 2012 

Letter Ruling No. SUT-12-001, the Department clearly states that sales or use tax is 

due if the end user is located in Pennsylvania regardless of the location of the seller or 

server. In addition to this change, the Department's ruling allows for the use of a 

multiple points of use exemption for software purchases.   

As a result, taxpayers with software located in Pennsylvania but accessed outside the 

Commonwealth potentially could have refund opportunities, and those with nexus 

and end users in the Commonwealth could owe use tax on remotely accessed 

software that is hosted outside Pennsylvania. [Pennsylvania Sales and Use Tax No. 

SUT-12-001, Pennsylvania Department of Revenue (5/31/2012)] 

 

 

http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/document/1259986/sut-12-001_pdf
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/document/1259986/sut-12-001_pdf
http://www.twitter.com/pwc_mysto
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In detail  
On May 31, 2012, the Department issued a ruling specifically addressing software as a 

service (SaaS), often referred to as 'cloud computing.' The taxpayer requesting the 

ruling uses cloud computing in two distinct ways. First, the taxpayer purchases and 

installs software on its servers that is accessed and used by its employees both within 

and outside Pennsylvania. The employees use the software free of charge. In the 

second scenario, the taxpayer purchases and installs the software on servers that are 

accessed by the taxpayer's customers. The customers pay for use of the software on a 

subscription or per-use basis. In both cases, the taxpayer's employees or customers 

are the ultimate end users of the software licenses. 

Pennsylvania imposes sales tax on the retail sale of tangible personal property and 

certain enumerated services, including the sale or license to use canned computer 

software even if delivered electronically. In prior letter rulings, the Department 

provided that the access to software through the Internet was not a taxable transfer of 

software unless the server or data center hosting the software resided in 

Pennsylvania. [Letter Ruling Nos. SUT-10-005 (11/8/2010), SUT-08-005 

(2/11/2008, and SUT-05-029 (11/17/2005)] 

In an apparent change in policy, the Department concluded in SUT-12-001 that 

charges for electronically or remotely accessed taxable software are taxable if the end 

users are located in Pennsylvania, regardless of the location of the vendor or server. 

Consequently, the taxpayer is required to collect sales tax on charges to Pennsylvania 

customers and to remit use tax on software used by its employees in the 

Commonwealth.   

If the billing address for the canned software accessed remotely is in Pennsylvania, it 

is presumed that all users are located in the Commonwealth. The presumption can be 

rebutted by the purchaser with a completed exemption certificate (REV-1220) that 

states the percentage of Pennsylvania users on line 7. A resale exemption may be 

claimed on the purchase of software to be located in the Commonwealth when tax 

will be collected on the in-state use of the software. The ability to impose tax based 

only on the in-state use of software that is located on in-state servers is a change from 

the Department's prior policy. 

PwC Observes 
Rich Schmidt, a Managing Director in PwC's Pittsburgh office, makes the following 

observation: 

This ruling represents a shift in thinking with respect to the sales and use tax 

treatment of software as a service as well as software in general in Pennsylvania. We 

believe that this ruling pertains to both SaaS and canned software packages and 

allows opportunities for Pennsylvania based companies to apply the multiple points 

of use concept with respect to users located outside of the Commonwealth whose 

software use should not be subject to tax. Based upon recently received 

administrative appeals rulings, it appears that the Department of Revenue is applying 

this interpretation retrospectively. Pennsylvania companies with multi-state or multi-

national users that have paid sales tax on SaaS, ERP solutions and other canned 

software packages, could be entitled to refunds for the non-Pennsylvania portion of 
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the licenses.  Conversely, non-Pennsylvania based companies with Pennsylvania 

users may be facing exposure. 

 

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact: 

 

Richard Schmidt (412) 355-6030  richard.p.schmidt@us.pwc.com 

Jennifer Jensen (202) 414-1741   jennifer.jensen@us.pwc.com 

For more information on PricewaterhouseCoopers' state legislative tracking 

service, click here. 
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